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ABSTRACT

The ratio of produced water to produced hydrocarbons increases over the lifetime of an oil well. It is common that oil well production fluids in the old reservoirs are eventually composed of 90% or more of water and only 10% or less of hydrocarbons. After the initial separation of the bulk produced fluids, the produced water still contains finely dispersed solids and hydrocarbons. It must either be re-injected underground or discharged to surface waters, such as oceans. Strict overboard discharge limits are set by the government regulation. The oil content of overboard water is limited by the Ministry of Environment to be less than 50 mg/L. Various chemicals have been developed as proprietary chemical separation aids to effect and accelerate the separation of oil, water, and solids from each other. These chemicals are commonly referred to as de-emulsifiers and water clarifiers. Other chemicals, for example corrosion inhibitors, have properties that are contradictory to de-emulsifier and clarifier. These non-separation aid chemicals will absolutely affect the fluid (oil and water) separation. In the last couple of years, there were problems with the tar balls and chocolate mousse found in the coastal regions of Indonesia, such as at Pulau Seribu and Eastern Coast of Kalimantan. Although these tar balls do not frequently happen, these problems have given nuisance to the surrounding communities especially the fishermen. This paper is intended to give an analysis of environmental view of the possible factors that might contribute to the formation of tar balls and chocolate mousse from the overboard water discharges from the old oil fields.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of petroleum hydrocarbons from underground formations produces various amounts of formation or connate water. The ratio of this produced water to produced hydrocarbons increases over the lifetime of a well. It is common that oil well production fluids in the old reservoirs are eventually composed of 90% or more of water and only 10% or less of hydrocarbons. After the initial separation of the bulk produced fluids, the produced water still contains finely dispersed solids and hydrocarbons. It must either be re-injected underground or discharged to surface waters, such as rivers, streams, or oceans. Besides contributing lost production, excessive residual oil in the discharged water can damage human health, local eco-systems, or the broader environment. Strict overboard discharge limits are set by the government regulation. The oil content of overboard water is limited by the Ministry of Environment to be less than 50 mg/L.

The oil industry has an interest in the separation of crude oil-water emulsions for two main reasons: i) the emulsified water add significant volume to the crude oil; this will cause corrosion in the pipelines and increase the cost of transportation and refining. ii) In case of accidental oceanic spill, water-in-crude oil emulsions are very stable and the oil phase is difficult to recover. Due to their color and semisolid consistency, they are often named as chocolate mousse. The process and equipment to separate oil in water once produced, are generally designed for optimal separation of the oil. The systems to remove oil from the produced water often end up undersized when there are increases of flow rates. In the beginning of the production process generally there has been no problem with the production of sludge. When there is an increasing of solid particles, eventually increases the sludge formation, adequate treatment of the water, physically or chemically, has to be re-evaluated. This treatment will depend on some calculation of economic consideration. Generally, chemical treatments are less expensive to apply than the capital and operational costs of new equipment.

Various chemicals have been developed as proprietary chemical separation aids to effect and accelerate the separation of oil, water, and solids from each other. Those used to remove water and solids from oil are commonly referred to as de-emulsifiers, those used to remove oil and solids from water are commonly referred to as water clarifiers. When applied with appropriate expertise, they assist in separating the produced fluids to meet the required specifications.

Other chemicals, for example corrosion inhibitors, have properties that are contradictory to de-emulsifier and clarifier. These are typically filmer type inhibitors, and these are designed to form a barrier on the metal walls to prevent contact with water. These non-separation aid chemicals will absolutely affect the fluid (oil and water) separation. Other additives can also affect the fluid separation. These substances, in particular are: (i) dispersants to prevent the deposition of asphaltenes, paraffins, gas hydrates, or scales; (ii) foamers to enhance gas lifting; and (iii) cleaners for removing solids that can be active at the oil/water interface. In the last couple of years, there were problems with the tar balls and chocolate mousse found in the coastal region of Indonesia, such as at Pulau Seribu and Eastern Coast of Kalimantan. Although these tar balls do not frequently happen, these problems have given nuisance to the surrounding communities especially the fishermen. The local authority assumes that these tar balls might come from the nearby oil production activities. Nevertheless, the oil production companies state that they have complied with the existing regulation issued by the local environmental legislator as well as the Ministry of Environment. Beside, forensic investigation often fails to proof that these tar balls were resulted from the nearby oil activities, since these tar balls had changed significantly in their properties due to weathering effects.

This paper does not intend to discuss the environmental impacts of those tar balls nor the forensic investigation, but rather to give an analysis of environmental view of the possible factors that might contribute to the formation of tar balls and chocolate mousse from the overboard water discharges from the old oil fields.
II. CHEMICALS USED IN CRUDE OIL-WATER SEPARATION PROCESSES

A. Water-Crude Oil Emulsion Stability Phenomenon

During oil production and transportation, the water and oil phases are co-produced, and thereby exposed to sufficient mixing energy to form dispersions of water droplets in oil and, conversely, oil droplets in the water. Unfortunately, the crude oil contains a number of components, which in nature have interfacial properties. These components especially are asphaltenes, resins and naphthenic acids. These components may accumulate at the water-oil interface and inhibit the oil droplets to a separate phase. Among these components, asphaltenes are the major material involved in emulsion stabilization.

Asphaltenes tend to adsorb at water-in-crude oil interfaces to form a rigid film surrounding the water droplet, and protecting the interfacial film from breaking during droplet collisions. Hence, the formation of extremely stable water-in-crude oil emulsions is facilitated. This stable water-in-crude oil emulsion results in a demand for expensive separation equipment such as separators, water treaters and coalescers. Chemical destabilization is a very common method for destabilizing emulsions. Also, the capital cost of implementing or changing a chemical emulsion-breaking program is relatively small and can be accomplished without a shutdown.

The type and amount of chemicals employed will contribute in reducing the oil content in the offshore produced water. Commercial de-emulsifiers are typically mixtures of several components, which have various chemical structures and cover a wide molecular weight distribution. De-emulsifiers with equal partitioning between the aqueous and oil phase, give the best destabilizing efficiency.

In some situations the de-emulsifiers is injected before the emulsification process has taken place. This gives the de-emulsifier the chance to compete with the emulsifying agent in the process of covering the interface as the emulsifying process occurs, and thereby prevent the formation of a stabilizing film.

It should be noted, however, effects of the concentration of the injected chemicals on the emulsion stability. As too much chemicals injected may result in an over-treat where the emulsion is actually stabilized, or a new emulsion type is created. Also, the injected de-emulsifiers should be checked to be compatible with other chemicals (such as corrosion inhibitors and scale inhibitors) used in the stream.

B. Building-up of Solid Particles in Oil

Solid particles may increase during production period due to characteristic changes of the oil, such as increase in sediment content. Solid particles may also increase due to corrosion of the pipelines in a form of iron-sulfides (ferro- or ferri sulfides), compounds that are insoluble in water.

These solid particles have a tendency in absorbing the oil. During separation process of oil and water, these solid particles that have adsorbed the oil will settle down. In the mean time, oil adsorbed by the solid particles will be released and replenished to the water column. This is a common case in sorption phenomenon, where adsorption and desorption process will occur concurrently depending on the environmental condition of the media, such as pressure, temperature, pH, and the present or absence of surface active agents. The present of oil adsorbed particles will result in increasing of sludge, while oil release by the solid particles will cause in higher oil content in water.

In attempt to reduce the adsorbed oil content in water, several physical methods could be applied using sedimentation process. Sedimentation is the process of removing particulate solids from a liquid by the effects of gravity. This can provide for higher density solids to be removed from water through settling and for lower density solids to be removed from water through flotation. However, the settling velocity for particles is greatly affected by the diameter of the particles. As particle size drops to 10-micron diameter or less, the time required to settle is so long. It is not feasible to construct a settling area large enough to allow the particles time-to-settle by gravity alone.\(^5\)

A special of chemical additives commonly referred to as water clarifiers has been developed and marketed commercially. Water clarifiers assist in optimization of treating system efficiency and help to purify the produced water to meet water specifications. Water clarifiers consist of special blends of polymers, coagulants, surfactants and
metal salts which work in conjunction with process systems to remove oil, solid particles, and water soluble organics from the water.

C. Corrosion Phenomenon

The oil industry has an interest in water-crude oil emulsions for several main reasons. One of which is that the emulsified water causes corrosion in the pipelines and increases the cost of transportation and refining.

There are various ways of overcoming the problem of corrosion. The most efficient one is using inhibitors. Inhibitors are chemical compounds which reduce and inhibit the contact of metals with their corrosive environment. Corrosion inhibitors can effectively work in small concentrations. The corrosion affects all stages in the exploitation of crude oil ranging from drilling of wells through the separation process, export pipelines, storage tanks, and refineries.

A corrosion inhibitor acts as a barrier preventing the corrosive materials from coming into contact with the metal. However, corrosion inhibitors can form more stable emulsions, thus making oil-water separation less efficient.

Partitioning of a single compound between two phases is normally defined. Many commercial corrosion inhibitors, however, are not single compounds but complex mixtures of many compounds, each with its own unique partitioning coefficient. Thus a commercial corrosion inhibitor has no unique partitioning coefficient but rather one for each of the multiple components. Organic inhibitors are generally more soluble in aromatic hydrocarbons than aliphatic ones and more soluble in long chain aliphatic than short chain ones.

Steel is particularly very susceptible to attack by acids. As pH falls below neutrality corrosion rates increase sharply. Acidity that causes the corrosion comes from the hydrolytic conversion of the magnesium and calcium salts to form hydrochloric acid, and also from acid gases such as hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide which come from organic fatty and naphthenic acids. At pH values above seven, steel is generally stable with increasing pH up to values as high as 13 or greater. Practically neutralization of acid to pH 6-8 can be adequate to slow down corrosion. By adding the inhibitors the protection can take place at pH 5-6.

Petroleum production activities nowadays use various film forming inhibitors. These filming amines are surfactants that align themselves between the metal surface and the oil, where the polar head of the film is oriented towards the metal surface, and the non-polar tail is oriented towards the oil.

Most of the inhibitors used nowadays are long chain nitrogenous compounds which include the following:

i. Aliphatic fatty acid derivative:
   - Primary monoamine C_{18}H_{37}-NH_{2}
   - Secondary monoamine C_{36}H_{64}-NH
   - Tertiary monoamine C_{18}H_{37}-N(CH_{3})_{2}
   - Diamines C_{18}H_{37}-NH-CH_{2}CH_{2}-NH_{2}
   - Amides R-CONH_{2}
   - Polyethoxylated amines, amides and Diamines

ii. Imidazolines and derivatives
   - Quaternaries
   - Rosin derivatives
   - Acetic, oleic, acid phosphate salts
   - Amphoteric compounds.

III. ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL VIEW

It is normal that during the first couples of years of oil production there has been no problem with the chemicals used for de-emulsification and clarification purposes as well as for corrosion inhibition process. Nevertheless, it is common that concentration ratio of these chemicals has to be re-evaluated, since the hydrocarbon composition, including its sediment (BS&W) content, may change to the old oil fields.

Corrosion inhibitors usuallly have been selected on the basis of their ability to form a protective film on the surface of a test coupon in a flowing side stream of the actual production fluids at actual process conditions, including temperature, turbulence, and surface to volumetric flow ratios. This experiment is normally conducted in the field.

This paper do not attempt to discuss the effectiveness of the corrosion inhibiting process, since all of the chemicals are considered having their proper properties. Corrosion inhibitor, besides its
function in preventing corrosion by forming a film on the metal surface, acts also as a dispersant which stimulates the dispersion of oil in water. Upon addition of the corrosion inhibitor the emulsion of oil in water persists longer.

Corrosion inhibitors in fact are surfactants in nature, hence surfactant properties of the corrosion inhibitors are also followed. These fundamental properties of surfactants are: (i) phenomenon according to which a molecule comes from the bulk of a solution to place itself at the interface with some specific orientation which is called adsorption, and (ii) surfactant molecules in solution exhibit a tendency to self associate to produce aggregation polymer which is called micelles.

Surfactants are substances whose molecule consists both a polar and a non-polar part. Such substances have been called amphiphile which is derived from Latin word amphi that means duality or “both sides”, and philos that indicates affinity or attraction. Generally speaking, these affinities are referred to as hydrophilic and lipophilic (or hydrophobic) respectively since the polar solvents are in most cases aqueous solutions and the non-polar phases are organic “oils”\(^7\).

It is worth remarking that the polar interaction are typically ten times stronger than the non-polar ones. This is why the polar group is in general unique while the non-polar part is made of a long hydrocarbon chain which contains ten or more carbon atoms. The actual surfactant thus has the shape with a bulky polar “head” and an elongated non-polar “tail”.

When a surfactant molecule goes to the interface (liquid-solid) and locates itself there with some preferential orientation, it is said that the molecule is adsorbed. At a liquid-solid interface, the relative polarity of the solid with respect to the liquid would decide whether the surfactant adsorbs by the head or by the tail.

Water contains both \(H^+\) and \(OH^-\) ions which are likely to adsorb at any solid interface. The relative adsorption of \(H^+\) or \(OH^-\) depends on both the solid nature and the ionic concentrations, for example pH of the solution. As a matter of fact solid surfaces are always charged when in contact with water.

The most effective corrosion inhibitors are typically hydrophobic amines, such as fatty imidazolines. These corrosion inhibitors are all cationic surfactants. Their heads are attracted to the anionic hydrous metal oxide or sulfide surface and their tails are attracted to oil (repulsive to water); see Figure 1.

Since the surfactant molecule has a lower free energy when it is adsorbed at interface than in the solvent bulk phase, the equilibrium is very much displaced toward the adsorbed state. Hence, the interface (metal surface) is very rapidly covered by a monolayer of surfactant molecules. When a monolayer is formed, the interface were coated with a thin layer or film of a new material. Such monolayer of corrosion inhibitor molecules will produces hidrophobic properties of the metal surface, as if it were covered by a thin coating of grease. Such phenomenon is of first importance in chemical processes of corrosion inhibition.

However, when the surfactant concentration in the aqueous phase increases, the surfactant molecules first saturate the interface, and then accumulate in the solution. Each time a new surfactant molecule is added to the solution, the unfavorable interaction between the surfactant hydrophobic tail and the water molecules that poses hydrophilic properties is increased. At some point the surfactant molecules start aggregating into the so-called micelles, a self-association structure in which the hydrophobe tail is removed from the aqueous environment.

The concentration at which the first micelles are formed is called the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC). The CMC is the concentration at which the
factors which favor the formation of the micelle is start dominating the effects which oppose to a film formation.

Micellar solutions are able to solubilize different kinds of substance. Hydrophobic substances such as oils can be solubilized inside the micelles core. Once the CMC is formed it will gives the opposite effect to the de-emulsification process due to the oil solubilization of the micelles. This phenomenon gives increases of oil in water as dispersed oil. (see Figure 2).

It is clearly recognized, in which the more concentration of corrosion inhibitor added to the water, the more stable emulsion is. The stability of the emulsion or the dispersed oil is caused by the repulsion energy among the droplets. And as stated above, oil that is produced by the old fields will contain more asphaltethenes. These compounds may accumulate at the water-oil interface and inhibit the oil droplets to a separate phase. These asphaltethenes are also the major material involved in emulsion stabilization.

However, upon addition of de-emulsifier there will be a chemical reaction in which polar head of the micelle will react or will interact with the polar head of the de-emulsifier. This interaction process causes micelle “soluble” in the de-emulsifier and releases the oil that previously solubilized inside the micelle.

The separation of oil from the micelle will also occurs upon dilution with sea water. This penomenon can be explained as follows. When the surfactant (in this case the corrosion inhibitor) molecules form micelles, it involves cohesion force betwen the surfactan molecules. This force is called Van der Waals intermolecular forces. In case of micelle, there are cohesive forces between non-polar or tail groups of the surfacant.

There are three kinds of Van der Waals forces: (i) Keesom forces which are produced by the interaction of a permanent dipole with another permanent dipole. (ii) Debye forces which result from the interaction of a permanent dipole with an induced dipole, and (iii) London or dispersion forces which have no specific direction of action and are said to be non-polar interactions. The two first forces involve polar molecules and binding energies in the few Kcal/mol range, whereas the third one occurs in all kind of molecules, specially non-polar ones, with a much lower interaction energy, typically ten times lower. This kind of energy is possesed by micelle molecules, where non-polar tails of the micelle molecules are binding among other.

Upon dilution with sea water there will be competition between cohesive forces among the non-polar (tail) groups of surfactant and adhesive forces which occurs between polar (head) groups of surfactant and water molecules that are polar in nature. Nevertheless, it should be noted that since an entropy decrease can not happen spontaneously, this mechanism can occur only at the expense of the cohesive/adhesive forces that will opposes each other.

The cohesion/adhesion forces are the ones that determine the attractive forces between droplets particles dispersed in a continuous liquid phase. These forces tend to produce the aggregation of the dispersed phase fragments, and thus they are driving forces behind the dispersion instability mechanisms of the dispersed oil.

We can easily understand, that when an overboard waters containing dispersed oil is discharged into the ocean, it does not spontaneously result in the separation of oil. The separation of the dispersed oils will be influenced by many factors. If, for example, the wave of the ocean is great,
enough, such as in a wet seasons, the binding energy of the micelle would be eliminated and thus producing separate oils that would promote tar balls formation.

When an overboard water is discharged to the ocean, the separation of dispersed oil might be caused by many kind of chemicals present in the receiving water. These chemicals could be in a form of de-emulsifier or polymer in nature. The destruction of the emulsifying properties of the surface-active agent (i.e. corrosion inhibitors and asphalthenes) can be effected by polymer products. A polymer or combination of polymers will destabilize the electrical bond between oil and water allowing oils to free themselves, creating droplets and a distinct layer or flocculated mass. Flocculation refers to the collisions that occur when the destabilized particles (i.e. oil) are agglomerated via a bridging effect due to these polymers.

These kind of chemicals and polymers might come from water discharges of any other sources, such as other industries surrounding the oil industries. In many cases these chemicals are not oftenly identified in the environmental monitoring program. The monitoring program only emphizes on the parameters that included in the regulation. Once these chemicals react or solubilize the micelle molecules, the separation of the dispersed oil occurs, and this will promote the formation of tar balls or chocolate mousse.

The analysis of view in this study and the discussions that follow can be used as arguments. These arguments are: (i) even the oil content in the overboard water has complied with the regulation (i.e. 50 mg/L), there would be no guarantee that it would not create a problem to the environment; (ii) depending on the conditions of the ocean where the overboard water is discharged, the oil separation of the discharged water might occurs and might promote the formation of tar balls or chocolate mousse; (iii) the formation of the tar balls is very much likely caused by great ocean wave during wet seasons and the presence of chemicals that could destabilize oil dispersion; and (iv) once the oil has been separated, the cohesion/adhesion forces are the ones that determine the attractive forces between bubbles, droplets or solid particles. These forces tend to produce the aggregation of the dispersed phase fragments (oils), and thus they are driving forces behind the formation of the tar balls or chocolate mousse.

Referring to the Article 5, Point 1 of the Environmental Ministerial Regulation No. 19-2010, the local authority can add additional parameters, which are not listed in the national regulation. These parameters, for example, would be surface active agents. In addition, according to the Article 7 and 8 of the regulation stating the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), it is worthy to recommend that the oil content of the overboard water discharge has to be re-evaluated. This re-evaluation is based on the recent EIA studies of the receiving water where tar balls and chocolate mousse frequently happen. Even when oil content of the overboard water discharge has complied with the recent regulation (i.e. 50 mg/L), depending on the receiving water condition, such as climate and the present of chemical waste, the separation of the dispersed oil from the overboard discharge water might occur. This oil separation would creat what is so called tar balls or chocolate mousse.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

As conclusions it can be drawn several remarks as follows:

When an overboard waters containing dispersed oil is discharged into the ocean, it does not spontaneously result in the separation of oil. The separation of the dispersed oils will be influenced by many factors, such as ocean waves and the presence of chemicals and polymers which acts as de-emulsifiers.

Once the oil has been separated, the cohesion/adhesion forces are the ones that determine the attractive forces between bubbles, droplets or solid particles. These forces tend to produce the aggregation of the dispersed phase fragments (oils), and thus they are driving forces behind the formation of the tar balls or chocolate mousse.

B. Recommendations

Even when the oil content in the overboard water has complied with the recent regulation (i.e. 50 mg/L), there would be no guarantee that it would not
create a problem to the environment; the separation of the dispersed oil might occur. These separated oils would creat what is so called tar balls or chocolate mousse. It is worthy to recommend to re-evaluate the oil content of the overboard water, which is based on the recent EIA studies of the receiving water where tar balls and chocolate mousse frequently happen.
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